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ABSTRACT

Modern software is bloated. Demand for new functionality has led developers to include more and more features, many of which become unneeded or unused as software evolves. This phenomenon, known as software bloat, results in software consuming more resources than it otherwise needs to. How to effectively and automatically debloat software is a long-standing problem in software engineering. Various debloating techniques have been proposed since the late 1990s. However, many of these techniques are built upon pure static analysis and have yet to be extended and evaluated in the context of modern Java applications where dynamic language features are prevalent.

To this end, we develop an end-to-end bytecode debloating framework called JShrink. It augments traditional static reachability analysis with dynamic profiling and type dependency analysis and renovates existing bytecode transformations to account for new language features in modern Java. We highlight several nuanced technical challenges that must be handled properly and examine behavior preservation of debloated software via regression testing. We find that (1) JShrink is able to debloat our real-world Java benchmark suite by up to 47% (14% on average); (2) accounting for dynamic language features is indeed crucial to ensure behavior preservation—reducing 98% of test failures incurred by a purely static equivalent, Jax, and 84% for ProGuard; and (3) compared with purely dynamic approaches, integrating static analysis with dynamic profiling makes the debloated software more robust to unseen test executions—in 22 out of 26 projects, the debloated software ran successfully under new tests.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The size and complexity of software has grown tremendously in recent decades. Though largely beneficial, this has led to unchecked bloat issues that are especially severe for modern object-oriented applications due to their excessive use of indirectness, abstractness, and ease of extensibility. This problem of customizing and tailoring modern applications to only used components, in an automated fashion, is a long standing problem [27, 34, 45, 46, 52, 59, 61, 63, 67].

Prior work on code size reduction focuses primarily on C/C++ binaries [27, 34, 45, 46, 52, 68], motivated by the long-held belief that C/C++ programs are easier to attack and are often chosen for developing embedded systems. However, with the rise of cloud computing, Android-based smartphone, and smart-home internet-of-the-things, a managed, object-oriented language such as Java is making its way into all important domains. Although reducing the size of Java bytecode may not ultimately lead to a significant improvement in a traditional stand-alone machine setting, its benefit becomes orders of magnitude more significant in many modern small and large-scale computing scenarios—smaller bytecode size directly translates to reduced download size and loading time in smartphones and reduced closure serialization time in big data systems such as Apache Spark; these are all important performance metrics for which companies are willing to spend significant resources in optimizing.

However, past work has not given much attention to Java, especially modern Java applications. Of particular interest to us is Tip et al.’s work [61] in the late 1990s that proposes various debloating transformations, which have since been utilized by other researchers [6, 15, 30]. In surveying the literature, we find that their effectiveness has yet to be systematically evaluated on a real-world benchmark of modern Java applications. All previous implementations of those bytecode transformations relied on pure static
analysis to identify reachable code, hereby ignoring code reachable through reflection, dynamic proxy, callbacks from native code, etc. Recent studies find that dynamic language features are prevalent and they pose direct challenges in the soundness of static analysis [33, 39]. This unsoundness makes debloating unsafe—removing dynamically invoked code and inducing subsequent test failures. Furthermore, evaluations in prior work focus mostly on size reduction rather than behavior preservation, which raises a big safety concern for adopting debloating techniques in practice.

Therefore, we undertake the ambitious effort of modernizing and evaluating Java bytecode debloating transformations and quantify the tradeoff between size reduction and debloating safety. We augment static reachability analysis with dynamic profiling to handle new language features, e.g., dynamic proxy, pluggable annotation, lambda expression, etc. We incorporate a new type dependency analysis to account for various ways to reference types, like annotations and class literals, to ensure type safety. We extend four kinds of debloating transformations—method removal, field removal, method inlining, and class hierarchy collapsing—into a fully automated, end-to-end debloating framework called JShrink.

To effectively evaluate those bytecode transformations, we built an automated infrastructure to construct a benchmark of real-world, popular Java applications. We applied a rigorous set of filtering criteria: (1) reputation score based on the GitHub Star rating system, (2) executable tests, (3) a Maven build script [42], which provides a standardized interface for obtaining library dependencies and regression testing, and (4) compatibility with the underlying bytecode analysis framework, Soot [64]. The availability of runnable test cases enables us to examine to what extent the behavior of original software is preserved after debloating via regression testing. Currently, the resulting benchmark includes 22 projects with SLOC ranging from 328 to 99,779 and with up to 69 library dependencies. We then apply JShrink to this benchmark to quantify size reduction, the degree to which test behavior could be preserved, and the impact of Java dynamic language features.

RQ1 How much Java byte code reduction is achievable when applying different kinds of transformations?
RQ2 To what extent, does JShrink preserve program correctness when debloating software?
RQ3 What are the trade-offs in terms of debloating potential and semantic preservation?
RQ4 How robust is the debloated software to unseen test executions such as new test cases?

JShrink reduces a project’s size (application and included library dependencies) by up to 46.8% (14.2% on average). The method removal component reduces the application by the most (11.0% on average) followed by method inliner (2.1% on average), field removal (1.0% on average), and class hierarchy collapsing (0.1% on average). A hybrid static and dynamic reachability analysis is necessary for improving behavior preservation of debloated software. JShrink does not break any existing tests for 22 out of 26 Java projects after debloating, while three existing techniques, Jax [61], JRed [30], and ProGuard [6] that rely on pure static analysis preserve behavior for only 9, 11, and 15 projects respectively. While this comparison in terms of the number of projects may look marginal, 98% of test failures encountered in Jax (83% for ProGuard) can be actually removed by JShrink’s enhancements. This result implies the effort of handling new language features is absolutely necessary and worthwhile for improving behavior preservation, which justifies the need to address the long-standing debloating problem in the modern context. We find that size reduction potential is minimally impacted by this incorporation of dynamic reachability analysis. We only sacrifice size reduction by 2.7% on average, while providing much stronger behavior preservation guarantees. To achieve 100% behavior transformation, we enable checkpointing—a feature of JShrink where transformations are reverted if they are found to break the semantics of a target program. Though this strategy incurs marginal losses in size reduction (0.9% on average), we believe checkpointing to be a practical solution for balancing semantic preservation and code size reduction benefits.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• We present JShrink, an end-to-end Java debloating framework that modernizes four distinct bytecode transformations. It includes significant and novel extensions to make debloating much safer in a modern context.
• We find bytecode reduction of up to 46.8% is possible, where reachability-based method removal plays a dominant role in size reduction. JShrink ensures that debloated software still passes 98% of existing tests.
• We demonstrate the necessity of handling dynamic features and ensuring type safety. JShrink removes 98% and 83% of test case failures incurred by Jax [61] and ProGuard [6].
• We put forward an automated infrastructure of constructing real-world Java applications with test cases, a build script, and library dependencies for assessing debloating potential and checking behavior preservation using tests.

The main research contribution of this paper is on systematization of the community’s knowledge of Java debloating in the modern era. As a reference point, several top conferences [14, 20, 50] have already started to have a “systematization of knowledge” track, with the goal to address the concern that “the community seems to lose memory of things that have been done in the past.” With this paper, we hope to bring existing debloating techniques into a contemporary context where dynamic features are prevalent and where behavior preservation must be ensured and checked using tests. By conducting rigorous evaluation using real-world benchmarks, we provide evidence that prior debloating work indeed suffers from poor behavior preservation. We then demonstrate that behavior can be preserved to a significantly greater extent by incorporating new components to explicitly address dynamic language features and type safety. We make publicly available the JShrink source code and additional resources necessary to replicate our results at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12435542. As a companion piece to this work, we have prototyped JShrink as an entirely online SaaS, which we call WebJShrink [41]. WebJShrink provides a rich graphical user interface for the functionality described in this paper. Additionally, it can offline debloating analysis and transformation to the cloud and present users with a breakdown of where the bloat exists within a target project.

2 BACKGROUND

Scope: Java Bytecode. The problem of software bloat has been a center of research studies for more than a decade in the area of
performance tuning and optimization. Recently, there is a revived interest—partly due to the need of cyber defense (e.g., US Navy’s Total Platform Cyber Protection (TCP) program [4])—in extending traditional debloating techniques to reduce code size, improve runtime performance, and remove attack surfaces for a wide spectrum of software applications, including JavaScript programs [67], native applications [46], and Docker containers [47].

In this paper, we focus on code size reduction as opposed to runtime memory bloat that was the target of a large body of prior work [43, 70, 72–74]. While code bloat exists commonly in a broad range of applications, we focus on object-oriented programs (specifically Java bytecode) as our scope for two reasons.

First, the culture of object orientation encourages developers to use frameworks, patterns, and libraries even for extremely simple tasks, resulting in a large number of classes and methods, which, though not used at all during execution, still need to be loaded by JVM due to type-induced dependencies. These classes and methods consume extra space and memory, thereby negatively impacting the performance of resource-constrained systems such as smart phones or IoT devices. Furthermore, they can potentially contain security vulnerabilities (e.g., gadgets in return-oriented programming [13]), which can be exploited by remote attackers to execute code segments that could not have been reached otherwise.

Second, many recent techniques [27, 45, 46, 52] on code bloat target native x86 programs, aiming to reduce the size of executable binaries. Native programs are significantly different from object-oriented programs in terms of compilation and execution. Native programs are statically compiled and linked, with most libraries statically loaded. In many cases, a compiler can already remove much of dead code. On the contrary, object-oriented programs are often dynamically compiled and loaded; the ubiquitous use of dynamic features such as dynamic class loading and reflection dictates that a compiler would not know which classes to load until the moment they are needed.

History: Static Bytecode Debloating. In the late 1990s, Tip et al. developed Jax, which included, so far, the most comprehensive set of transformations to reduce Java bytecode, including method removal, field removal, method inlining, class hierarchy transformation, and name compression [61]. They later introduced two more transformations, class attribute removal and constant pool compression in their 2002 journal paper [62]. Recent techniques are based on a subset of these transformations to debloat new types of applications, e.g., Android [29] and Maven libraries in continuous integration [15]. JRed [30] and RedDroid [29] only support the method removal and class removal transformations, while Molly [15] supports field removal as well. These above-mentioned techniques are outdated or not publicly available. Furthermore, their evaluations did not quantify the degree to which debloated software preserves semantics by running existing tests. Behavior preservation is crucial for these techniques to be adopted in practice.

Motivation for Modernizing Software Debloating and Assessing Behavior Preservation. Java offers a number of dynamic features widely used in real-world programs [33]—reflection, dynamic class loading, dynamic proxy, etc., which are highly challenging to model through pure static analysis. Livshits et al. first investigated this problem in 2005 using points-to-analysis to statically resolve dynamic method invocation targets [40]. Other attempts focused on a specific scope of dynamic features such as reflection [38, 54], dynamic proxy [22], etc. Most static analysis tools tolerate and encourage some level of unsoundness to keep the analysis usable and scalable [39]. Landman et al. conduct a systematic literature review and an empirical study to assess the effectiveness of 24 different static analysis tools in the presence of real-world Java reflection usage [33]. They find that static analysis is inherently incomplete and reflection cannot be ignored for 78% of projects. This finding motivates our effort to evaluate the safety of debloating techniques in the context of dynamic language features. In Section 5.3, we quantify this benefit of handling dynamic features—debloated software based on pure static analysis would fail 3327 more tests in 26 projects.

Profile-Augmented Static Debloating and Checking of Behavior Preservation. Existing debloating techniques only assess the code reduction and performance improvement achieved by different kinds of bytecode transformations [6, 29, 30, 62]. None of them assess the correctness of reduced programs by running existing test cases. Furthermore, these techniques only perform static call graph analysis to approximate used code, and are incomplete in the presence of various dynamic language features discussed in Section 3. Ergo, test failures are inevitable, as dynamically invoked code could be removed by debloating. In this paper, we take a profile-augmented static debloating approach—we augment static reachability analysis with dynamic reachability analysis using existing tests; we remove code through static bytecode transformations; and we check behavior preservation by running existing tests after debloating.

3 JSHRINK

We build an end-to-end bytecode debloating framework called JShrink. Given the bytecode of a Java program and a set of test cases, JShrink takes three phases to debloat bytecode and verify its correctness. In Phase I, JShrink performs profile-augmented static analysis to determine used and unused code. In Phase II, JShrink applies four kinds of debloating transformations. Finally, JShrink reruns the given test cases to check behavior preservation between the original and the debloated version.

3.1 Profile Augmented Static Analysis

We apply three types of analyses—static reachability analysis, dynamic profiling, and type dependency analysis—to capture method invocation, field access, and class reference relationships between class entities. This is essential to determine unused code in the presence of dynamic language features and ensure type safety of debloated bytecode, especially in class hierarchy merging.

Static Reachability Analysis. Static call graph analysis is a standard method used by previous bytecode debloating techniques [29, 30, 62] to decide unused methods. Given a set of methods (e.g., main methods, test cases, etc.) as entry points, it analyzes the body of each method and identifies call sites in the method body. Call graph analysis then constructs a directed graph for each entry method and adds edges from the entry method to its callee methods. Those callee methods are then treated as new entry points and the process continues until no new methods are found, reaching a fix point.
Due to polymorphism in object-oriented languages, multiple call targets could be invoked from a call site via dynamic dispatching, depending on the runtime type of the receiver object. Various techniques have been proposed to approximate possible targets of a dynamic dispatch, e.g., class hierarchy analysis (CHA) [17], 0-CFA [26, 53], rapid type analysis (RTA) [9], points-to analysis [37, 51], etc. Specifically, JShrink leverages CHA to construct call graphs, which identifies all corresponding method implementations of a callee in the subclasses of the declared receiver object type and considers them as potential call targets. We perform a whole-program analysis, including application code, imported third-party libraries, and JRE, to build call graphs. In addition, we use ASM [12] to analyze field accesses in each method and extend the call graphs with field access information.

**Dynamic Reachability Analysis.** We initially considered using a lightweight dynamic analysis approach called TamiFlex [11], as it is a well-known technique for addressing unsoundness caused by Java reflection. TamiFlex instruments Java reflection call sites to capture method calls and field accesses via reflection at runtime. However, TamiFlex is designed for reflection APIs only and lacks support for other dynamic features, leading to many test failures (Section 5.4). To systematically account for dynamic features, we define a comprehensive list of dynamic features based on Sui et al. [58]. All the following dynamic features except serialized class loading appear in our benchmark of 26 modern Java applications, indicating the necessity of handling them properly to ensure debloating safety.

1. **Reflection** is a dynamic feature that enables users to dynamically instantiate classes, access fields, and invoke methods. It is widely used in modern Java context and is the foundation for many frameworks such as Spring and JUnit [33].

2. **Reflection with ambiguous resolution** refers to a special case where multiple potential targets exist (e.g., overloading methods with different return types) for a dynamic invocation via reflection. Such bytecode is often generated by bytecode manipulation instead of by standard compilers.

3. **Dynamic class loading** involves classes loaded through custom class loaders.

4. **Dynamic proxy** refers to the proxy feature that dynamically creates invocation handlers for a class and its methods.

5. **Invokedynamic** is a new bytecode instruction introduced in Java 7 that enables dynamic method invocation via method handles. It is often used to support **lambda expressions**.

6. **Serialization** refers to dynamically loaded classes via class deserialization.

7. **Java Native Interface (JNI)** is a framework that enables Java to call and be called by native code. This benchmark includes two programs that have callbacks from native code via JNI.

8. **sun.misc.Unsafe** is a low-level Java API that can be used to directly manipulate JVM memory at runtime, e.g., dynamically loading classes, throwing exceptions, swapping instances, allocating new instances, etc.

We develop our own native profiling agent called Jmtrace, which instruments method invocations using JVM TI APIs [3] to inject logging statements at the entry and exit of each method in a class during class loading. Table 1 compares the capability of handling different kinds of dynamic features between static call graph analysis, TamiFlex, and Jmtrace. JShrink runs given test cases and identifies dynamic method calls that do not exist in static call graphs but are invoked during test execution. Then JShrink initiates another round of static reachability analysis using those dynamically invoked methods as entry points. Note that we only use dynamic profiling to augment static analysis, instead of replacing static analysis with dynamic analysis. In case of low test coverage from existing tests, this augmentation lets JShrink retain functionality statically reachable from user-specified entry points, such as public methods, main methods, and method entries from existing test cases. It should be noted that while Jmtrace improves our reachability analysis, its effectiveness is entirely dependent on the coverage of the tests provided. A test suite with low code-coverage will have a lower chance of uncovering dynamic features, which may be utilized by an end-user, than a test suite with higher code-coverage.

**Table 1: Capability of Handling Different Dynamic Features**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>TamiFlex</th>
<th>Jmtrace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection-ambiguous</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic class loading</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic proxy</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invokedynamic</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNI</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serialization</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

JVM TI APIs only permit instrumentation of method bodies. As such Jmtrace is not capable of identifying fields dynamically accessed via reflection. Therefore, we customize TamiFlex to instrument only reflection calls related to field accesses and use it together with Jmtrace. Instrumentation to other reflection calls is disabled to avoid redundant profiling.

**Type Dependency Analysis.** Traditional reachability analysis only keeps track of invoked methods and accessed fields, which is sufficient for method and field removal. Previous debloating techniques consider a class unused if none of its methods or fields are reachable from entry points [29, 30, 61]. However, we find this definition of unused classes is problematic in practice. Modern Java allows developers to reference classes in various ways, not just limited to variable and method declaration or class inheritance, but through pluggable annotations, class literals, throws clauses, etc. A program can thereby reference a class without instantiating it, or directly access any of its methods of field members. In such a case, removing reference-only classes that do not have any method or field usage will cause a bytecode verification failure during class loading in the JVM or lead to a ClassNotFoundException at runtime. It is crucial to ensure type safety during class removal and class hierarchy collapsing. Therefore, JShrink builds type dependency graphs by scanning through Java bytecode using ASM. If a class A is referenced by a class B, we add an edge from B to A in the graph.

Based on static analysis, profiling of dynamic features, and type-depency analysis, JShrink determines unused code at four granularities, listed below. We use “class” as a general term for concrete classes, abstract classes, and interfaces in Java.
• **Unused Method**: A method is unused if it is not reachable from any given entry point in the call graphs.
• **Unused Field**: A field is unused if it is not accessed by a used method in a call graph or dynamically accessed via reflection.
• **Unused Class**: A class is considered unused if none of the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) A method in the class is reachable from given entry points; (2) A field in the class is reachable from given entry points; (3) A descendant of this class in the class hierarchy is used.
• **Reference-only Class**: A class is not used but referenced by another used or reference-only class based on given type dependency graphs. This is a special category of classes not handled safely by existing deboating techniques [29, 30, 61]. In prior work, unused classes are completely removed if none of their class members are reachable. However, we find that this is an unsafe choice, causing many ClassNotFoundError at runtime. Therefore, **JShrink partially deboats reference-only classes to ensure type safety, as explained in class hierarchy collapsing.**

### 3.2 Bytecode Debloating Transformations

Inspired by Tip et al. [61], **JShrink** provides the following bytecode deboating transformations.

**Unused Method Removal.** **JShrink** provides three method removal options—(1) completely remove the definition of an unused method, (2) only remove the body of an unused method but keep the method header, and (3) replace the method body with a warning statement indicating the method is removed. To safely wipe a method body, **JShrink** injects bytecode instructions to return dummy values if the return type is not void. The first option could achieve maximum code size reduction at the cost of safety, as it may lead to NoSuchMethodError if a removed method is triggered in future usages. With the second and the third options, unused methods are still defined in bytecode and thus programs will fail gracefully without catastrophic program crashes. The third option is the most informative, as it lets a user know which method is invoked at runtime but not captured by static analysis or given test cases. Our results in Section 5 uses the first option as default, but a user may choose the other two options in **JShrink**.

**Unused Field Removal.** Given an unused field, **JShrink** completely removes its definition. Note that this transformation should be used in pair with method removal. If those unused methods accessing an unused field are not removed, JVM will report FieldNotFoundError that crashes the deboated software. Enabling this transformation alone requires fine-grained transformation within a method body, e.g., removing all field access instructions and subsequent instructions with data dependencies to the field.

**Method Inlining.** **JShrink** inlines a method if the method has only one call site in the call graph and the method is the only call target the callsite. The former ensures that **JShrink** does not introduce code duplication during inlining, while the latter is crucial for semantic preservation in case of polymorphism.

Type safety of method inlining is widely discussed in the compiler literature [24, 25]. To ensure type safety, **JShrink** applies three constraints. First, **JShrink** does not inline class constructors. Second, **JShrink** does not inline native methods, abstract methods, and interface methods as they do not have method bodies. Third, **JShrink** does not inline a method if it accesses other class members that become invisible after inlining (detailed in Section 3.3). **JShrink** also does not inline synchronized methods.

**Class Hierarchy Collapsing.** **JShrink** performs two basic transformations to collapse class hierarchy. The first, more sophisticated, transformation is to merge a base class X and a subclass Y, if Y is the only used subclass of X. **JShrink** checks if, for any overridden method m’ in Y, and the corresponding original method m, only one of either m and m’ is used. If both are used, **JShrink** does not collapse the classes. If this rule was not enforced, JVM would not delegate an invocation on m to its overridden method, m’, based on the real type of the receiver object at runtime. The second transformation is to remove unused classes. For a reference-only class, **JShrink** removes its class members and only retains the class header to avoid ClassNotFoundError. If a reference-only class is a concrete class, **JShrink** injects a default constructor as enforced by JVM. If a reference-only class is an interface, **JShrink** keeps those method declarations whose implementations in a subclass are used.

To implement the first transformation of merging a subclass Y into a base class X, **JShrink** takes three steps. First, it moves all used method and field members of X into Y while removing unused class members in Y. Secondly, it updates all references to the merged subclasses, their method and field members, to their new locations after merging. During the merging and updating process, name conflicts may occur due to method overloading rules enforced by Java. For instance, class B may have overloaded methods void m(A a) and void m(SubA a). After merging SubA to A and updating the parameter type of the second method in B, the signatures of the two methods become identical. Therefore, to handle name conflicts, **JShrink** renames methods and further updates references to those renamed methods as needed. Since class constructors cannot be renamed, in instances where naming conflicts with them, **JShrink** adds a new dummy integer parameter to “rename” a constructor and update all call sites of the renamed constructor by pushing an integer value, 0, on the stack.

**Checkpointing.** While experimenting with real-world Java projects, we note that test failures may still occur due to rare but challenging corner cases caused by known limitations of JVM and Soot (Section 5.3). Therefore, **JShrink** implements an additional strategy of checkpointing to ensure safety. It checkpoints each type of deboating transformation, runs tests, and reverses failure-inducing transformations.

### 3.3 Implementation and Nuanced Extensions

We implement those bytecode deboating transformations using Soot [64]. We use the CHA implementation in Soot for static analysis, and ASM [12] to gather field accesses. We implement Jmtrace using JVM TI APIs. We highlight several nuanced extensions that we designed to ensure type safety and behavior preservation.

(1) **Co-variant return type.** From Java 5 onward, JVM supports covariant return types, which allow an overridden method to have a return type different to the original. Therefore, instead of simply comparing whether two method signatures are
the same, JShrink accounts for co-variant return types to determine overridden methods when merging two classes. Otherwise, JVM will throw a verification error.

(2) **Class member visibility.** When inlining a method or merging a class, it is important not to break access controls. If method \( m \) from class \( A \) is to be inlined into class \( B \), JShrink enforces that \( m \) does not call other private methods in \( A \). Otherwise, JVM will raise \texttt{IllegalAccessError} since those private methods are not visible to \( B \). Similarly, if subclass \( B \) is in a different package compared with its superclass \( A \) and \( A \) contains a protected method that is called by another class \( C \) in the same package as \( A \), merging \( A \) into \( B \) will cause \texttt{IllegalAccessError} since \( A.m \) becomes invisible to \( C \) after moving to a different package. Before merging a class to a different package, JShrink checks whether a protected method or field will become invisible after merging.

(3) **Lambda expression.** Lambda expressions are introduced in Java 8. They are anonymous functions that can be passed as parameters to method calls. For example, in \( v.\text{forEach}(x \rightarrow A.\text{foo}(x)) \), the lambda \( x \rightarrow A.\text{foo}(x) \) is passed to the \texttt{forEach} method and could be executed at runtime. Therefore, the method call \texttt{foo} must be captured by call graph analysis. This expression can be rewritten to \( v.\text{forEach}(A::\text{foo}(x)) \) using the new method reference operator \( "::" \). JShrink checks for both cases and adds missing edges between the caller and method calls in a lambda expression to call graphs.

(4) **Class literals.** Class literals such as \( X.class \) are compiled to string constants in Java bytecode. It is critical to identify class references via class literals and add them to type dependency graphs to avoid \texttt{ClassNotFoundException}. JShrink identifies class literals by matching \texttt{\".class\"} against string constants used in a class. JShrink also updates the class literal of a merged class to its superclass to avoid \texttt{ClassNotFoundException}.

(5) **Method inheritance.** Merging classes in presence of both method overriding and inheritance could be problematic. Suppose a base class \( A \) inherits a method \( m \) from its super class \( B \) and its subclass \( C \) overrides \( m \). If \( A.\text{n} \) is reachable from an entry point, it is hard to decide whether \( A.\text{n} \) is actually invoked on \( A \) objects or \( B \) objects due to polymorphism. If \( A.\text{n} \) is only invoked on \( A \) objects, we can safely merge class \( C \) into \( B \) even when the overridden method \( C.\text{n} \) is also used. However, if \( A.\text{n} \) is invoked on \( B \) objects, moving \( C.\text{n} \) into \( B \) will alter the dynamic patching behavior. In such a case, JShrink make a conservative choice of not merging a subclass to its base class, if (1) the base class inherits a used method from its superclass or an ancestor, (2) the subclass also overrides the same method, and (3) the overridden method is also used.

In summary, compared with prior work, JShrink makes the following major extensions to handle modern Java: (1) augmenting static reachability analysis with JVM TI based dynamic profiling, (2) incorporating type dependency analysis, (3) extending method inlining and class hierarchy collapsing transformations to ensure type safety, and (4) all nuanced extensions in Section 3.3 to handle new language features properly.

4 BENCHMARK

We build an automated infrastructure to construct a benchmark. It uses the Google BigQuery API [2] to query GitHub projects and automatically applies a rigorous set of filtering criteria listed below to include real-world, popular Java projects on GitHub.

- **Popular Java projects.** To obtain popular Java projects, our infrastructure chooses projects with at least 100 GitHub stars.
- **Automated build system.** Our infrastructure requires a standardized API to automatically resolve library dependencies, compile target projects, and run test cases. The current implementation supports Maven [42], a popular build system used in Java, but could be easily extended to support other build systems such as Gradle.
- **Compilable.** After downloading those projects, we exclude those that induce build failures in our environment (an Amazon r5.xlarge instance with Ubuntu 18.04 and JDK 1.8.0), due to specific hardware or library configurations.
- **Executable tests.** We rely on test cases to evaluate to what extent debloated software preserves its original behavior. Therefore, after compiling a project, our infrastructure runs the Maven test command and parses generated test reports to identify the number of test cases and test failures. Projects with no test or any test failure are excluded.
- **No JVM verification errors.** Note that, when Soot writes code from its intermediate language, Jimple, back to bytecode, it automatically applies several optimizations such as constant pool compression. Therefore, we first pre-process all Java bytecode using Soot to fairly measure code size reduction achieved by JShrink. In this pre-processing step, fatal JVM verification errors could occur in some Java projects. We discard those projects due to JVM verification errors.
- **No Timeout.** Our infrastructure enforces a timeout constraint on the profile-augmented static analysis, since generating call graphs for some projects may take an excessively long time. We set this timeout to 10 hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Libs</th>
<th>SLOC (App Only)</th>
<th>Size (KB: App+Libs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>16209</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>99779</td>
<td>114,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>3,335</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>14,729</td>
<td>15,734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5,863</td>
<td>3,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>69819</td>
<td>5213</td>
<td>324,035</td>
<td>346,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>3,595</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>22,288</td>
<td>30,766</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final benchmark in Table 3 covers a wide spectrum of Java programs, including popular libraries, web applications, development frameworks, and desktop applications. Table 2 summarizes the statistics for those 26 benchmark programs. All are popular GitHub projects with a median of 2,000 stars. The average number of test cases and external library dependencies are 237 and 15 respectively. The total size of the projects (inclusive of library dependencies) range from 30KB to 112MB with a median of 3MB.

1The total size is that of project and library dependencies in their compiled states.
Cobertura [1] reports 34.1% statement coverage by their existing tests, which we use for assessing behavior preservation after debloating. In selecting our benchmark, we deliberately choose a wide variety of domains with varying size. We are aware of no language construct unique to specific domains that would make JShrink an unworkable solution elsewhere.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We run JShrink on the benchmark of 26 Java projects and compare it with three existing techniques to answer the following questions:

RQ1 How much Java bytecode reduction is achievable when applying different kinds of transformations?
RQ2 To what extent program semantics is preserved when debloating software?
RQ3 What are the trade-offs between debloating potential and preservation of software semantics?
RQ4 How robust is the debloated software to unseen executions such as new test cases?

5.1 Experiment Setup and Baselines

Our experiments run on an Amazon r5. xlarge instance (3.1 GHz 4-core Intel Xeon Platinum processor, 32GB Memory) with Ubuntu 18.04 and JDK 1.8.0 installed. We choose this standard cloud-based setup to ease the replication effort for other researchers. We compare JShrink with Jax [61], JRed [30], and ProGuard [6]. Since both Jax and JRed are not available, we faithfully re-implement them based on their paper descriptions. Jax includes the most comprehensive set of bytecode transformations. To replicate Jax, we adapt JShrink to use static call graph analysis only and disable Section 3.3’s extensions. Jax imposes an additional constraint that requires unused, to-be-removed classes not to have any derived classes. So we modify the class collapsing transformation accordingly. JRed only supports method removal and class removal. Like Jax, JRed relies on static call graph analysis only. To replicate JRed, we adapt JShrink to use static call graph analysis exclusively, only enable unused method removal and unused class removal, and disable all extensions from Section 3.3.

ProGuard is a public software that shrinks and obfuscates Java bytecode. It has been integrated into Android SDK and is widely used to optimize Android applications. Similar to Jax and JRed, ProGuard performs static analysis only. It does not construct call graphs but instead traverses bytecode instructions in a given method to calculate a transitive closure of all referenced classes, methods, and fields. ProGuard has some static analysis support for Java reflection but is not accurate, since it only analyzes hardcoded strings passed into a pre-defined set of reflection APIs. As ProGuard is publicly available, we evaluate it directly. We use version 6.3.

5.2 RQ1: Code Size Reduction

To answer RQ1, we apply the four transformations in JShrink on each project individually and en-masse. The evaluations of Jax [61] and JRed [30] in their original papers only use main methods as the entry points. However, we find that many projects (such as gson and java-apos in our benchmark) are library projects whose public classes and methods are potentially invoked by downstream client projects. Therefore, in our experiments, we make a conservative choice of setting all public methods, main methods, and test methods as entry points to maximally approximate possible usage.

We report the size reduction of bytecode only, excluding resource files. Column Transformations in Table 3 shows the size reduction ratio achieved by each transformation. Compared with the other three transformations, method removal (Column MR) is the most effective in size reduction, achieving an average of 11.0% reduction (up to 42.2%). Method inlining (Column MI) and field removal (Column FR) reduce bytecode by 2.1% and 1.0% respectively on average. Class hierarchy collapsing (Column CC) only achieves a minimal reduction of 0.1% on average (up to 0.6%).

Column Code Size Reduction in Table 3 shows the size reduction achieved by all transformations, compared with Jax, JRed, and ProGuard. Specifically, Column JShrink-C shows the size reduction when enabling the checkpoint feature to automatically reverse failure-inducing transformations. When applying all transformations together, JShrink can reduce a project by up to 46.8% (14.2% on average). Checkpointing only has a minimal impact on size reduction (0.9% less reduction) while achieving 100% semantic preservation. JRed has the smallest size reduction (13% on average). This is because JRed only supports two kinds of transformations, method removal and class removal. Though both Jax and JShrink support the same set of transformations, Jax achieves a larger size reduction, 17.0% in comparison to 14.2% in JShrink for two reasons. First, JShrink retains dynamically called methods and loaded methods. Second, JShrink partially debloats reference-only classes, while Jax completely removes them.

ProGuard crashes on two projects due to a known bug while performing partial evaluation on strings [5]. Compared with JShrink, ProGuard reduces code more aggressively (33.8% on average). A main reason is that it performs static reference-based analysis, producing a smaller set of reachable methods. Indeed, for some projects (e.g., jvm-tools and gwt-cal), ProGuard achieves significantly more code reduction than JShrink without breaking any tests. However, in general, ProGuard causes 6X more test failures than JShrink, as elaborated in the next section.

5.3 RQ2: Semantic Preservation

Code size reduction, however, is only meaningful if the semantics of the target program is preserved. To assess how closely JShrink preserves program semantics, we run existing test cases before and after debloating. A program is considered to have broken semantics if there exist any test failures after debloating. Column Test Failures shows the semantic preservation capability of JShrink, Jax, JRed, and ProGuard. “✓” denotes a project with no test failure after debloating, while “✗” denotes that test failures exist after debloating. The numbers in brackets show the numbers of failing tests.

When checkpointing is enabled, JShrink achieves 100% behavior preservation as expected. Disabling checkpointing leads to test failures in 4 projects only. Checkpointing does not cause significant loss in size reduction, because a single kind of transformation, class hierarchy collapsing, leads to most test failures (75 of 81) while contributing the least in size reduction (0.1% on average). The root cause is due to existing bugs in Soot. Soot throws runtime exceptions when rewriting some classfiles, which interferes our ability
### Table 3: Results of debloating the benchmark projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Transformations</th>
<th>Code Size Reduction</th>
<th>Test Failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jvm-tools</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bukkit</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>62.7%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quart5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58.4%</td>
<td>94.8%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dubboxkeeper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td>17.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frontend-maven-plugin</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gson</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disklibcache</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retrofit-oldktp3-client</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerelex</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reemplayshare</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>junit4</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>http-request</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lanterna</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>java-args</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mybatis-pagehelper</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>24.7%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>algorithms</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fragmenttags</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mousa</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>58.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tonymighty</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zip</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gut-cal</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java-Chronicle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maven-config-processor-plugin</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jboss-logmanager</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autoLoadCache</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trofile</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5432</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>13.0%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RQ3: Trade-offs

To understand the trade-offs between debloating potential and semantic preservation, we vary entry points for JShrink’s reachability analysis and compare with an alternative profiler TamiFlex [11].

#### Entry point analysis.

As discussed in Section 3, JShrink functions by running call-graph analysis on entry points. These entry points are a union of two sets: the set of dynamically accessed methods determined via runtime profiling, and the set of all public, main, and test methods, determined via static analysis. While the former is dependent on the test suite of each project, the latter can be set manually. E.g., a user of JShrink may determine that only the main entry point needs to be processed as it is the only known entry point to the application. Such decisions may result in a smaller call-graph and thus increase the debloating potential of a target project. On the other hand, selecting fewer entry points can make the debloated software less robust without complete knowledge of used methods. For example, a method may be removed despite being used by the project via some unexplored entry point.

To understand this trade-off, we run JShrink on all our projects using the main method as an entry point, the public methods, and just the test methods alone as entry points. Table 4 shows the experiment results with the baseline where all such methods are considered as entry points. The size reduction is consistently larger when we select a subset of entry points to the reachability analysis. When targeting the test entry points, projects can be debloated by 36.6% more than our conservative baseline. Though, in every case where a subset of entry points are chosen, the number of test failure increases. While only 1.5% of all tests fail when targeting all entry points, this figure jumps to 3.4%, a 70% increase in test case failures, when selecting a subset. We therefore conclude that the size reduction and robustness depend on what we choose as entry points. If preserving program semantics is a hard constraint, we suggest the conservative choice of setting all possible entry points.

### Table 4: Entry Point Analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Point</th>
<th>Size Reduction</th>
<th>Test Failures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main, Test, &amp; Public</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>81 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Only</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td>186 (3.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>App Public Only</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>157 (2.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Only</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>187 (3.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Jmtrace vs. TamiFlex.** As discussed in Section 3.1, our native profiler, Jmtrace, uses JVMTI to instrument method bodies in any classes loaded in a JVM. Therefore, it can capture all dynamically invoked methods. By contrast, TamiFlex [11] only instruments a predefined set of reflection APIs and thus is considered more light-weight. The two TamiF. columns in Table 3 show the size reduction and test failures caused by the TamiFlex variant of JShrink. TamiFlex only identifies a subset of dynamic method calls captured by Jmtrace and thus should trim more unreachable methods. However, the size reduction improvement achieved by TamiFlex is trivial, only 0.06% on average. On the other hand, JShrink with TamiFlex breaks 52 more test cases in comparison to JShrink with Jmtrace.

**An in-depth inspection.** To investigate which extension aid in improving behavior preservation, we choose one project, java-apns for a thorough investigation into each failure. This is because there are a total of 3174 and 3408 test failures for JRed and Jax respectively; thus, it would be prohibitively time consuming to examine all test failures individually for all projects. Java-apns produces 107 test failures after Jax but was error-free when processed by JShrink. We manually examine and determine what extension was responsible for rectifying the failure. Incorporation of Jmtrace reduced test failures by 59%. The rest of the enhancements such as type dependency analysis all contribute to improving a test pass rate, but none was the dominant contributor. This result indicates that handling dynamic language features is absolutely necessary, while each of the remaining enhancements contributes to behavior preservation.

**5.5 RQ4: Robustness**

Finally, we assess the robustness of debloated software by running new tests not seen during dynamic profiling. We use 80% of the original test suite in each project for profiling and debloating. Then we use the remaining 20% as a hold-out test set for examining the robustness of each debloated project. We build this 20% hold-out set by selecting classes with the least number of tests in order. This leaves fewer classes for dynamic profiling and thus we conservatively estimate the number of test successes. For the three projects with one test case, we only use their tests, as is. The hold-out test set contains 42 test cases on average.

JShrink does not cause any test failures in 22 out of 26 projects when running the debloated project on its hold-out test set. JShrink causes 3, 5, 45, and 1 test failures in the remaining four projects respectively—retrofit1-okhttp3-client, junit, java-apns, and autoLoadCache. This implies that, though there is a chance that unseen executions may cause runtime exceptions in debloated software, the chance is relatively low — only 4 out of 26 projects (15%) in our benchmark. This should be attributed to the design choice of using both static reachability analysis and dynamic profiling in JShrink. While dynamic profiling precisely captures all invoked methods in previous executions and handles dynamic features, static reachability analysis over-approximates other potential reachable code from given entry points, improving the robustness of debloated software compared to purely dynamic profiling alone.

**6 DISCUSSION**

While we do not claim that debloating transformations discussed in this paper are 100% our own creations, we made significant extensions to make debloating much safer and evaluate them in a modern context. In previous work, behavior preservation of debloated programs is never evaluated. Our contribution is to give the software engineering community better understanding of how these debloating transformations perform, especially in terms of behavior preservation, in real-world applications with dynamic language features. We provided evidence that existing transformations suffered from poor behavior preservation. By further incorporating new components to ensure type safety, we demonstrated that behavior can be preserved to a significantly greater extent. While our techniques lack an exotic flair, they undeniably work and we are the first to demonstrate this with rigorous evaluation.

**Attack Surface Removal.** Software debloating could also potentially remove security vulnerabilities in a program. To demonstrate the benefit of attack surface removal, we conduct a case study of a gadget-chain deserialization vulnerability in Java [7]. This vulnerability allows remote attackers to execute arbitrary commands by carefully crafting a payload of serialized Java classes (i.e., gadget chains). A gadget chain includes a “kick-off” gadget that is executed during or after deserialization, a “sink” gadget that executes arbitrary commands during instantiation, and other auxiliary gadgets that create a chain from the start gadget execution to end gadget. Frohoh et al. discovered a collection of 31 distinct gadget chains in JDK and popular Java libraries and present a proof-of-concept tool called ysoserial that automatically generates payloads of these gadget chains [8]. Based on these known gadget chains, we automatically scan libraries and classes and detect the presence of gadget chains that can be potentially exploited by remote attackers.

If a method or a class in a gadget chain is successfully removed, the gadget chain will be effectively removed and the attack surface shall cease to be a threat. Running our gadget-chain analysis, we detect two gadget chains in one project, dubbokeeper in our benchmark. Both gadget chains involve unsafe classes and methods in imported libraries from Spring Framework, a widely used web application framework in Java. These gadget chains have also been reported multiple times as security vulnerabilities, e.g., CVE-2017-8045, CVE-2017-3203, CVE-2016-2173. After applying JShrink, both gadgets in dubbokeeper are removed. Hence exploiting the same gadget chain in dubbokeeper will only lead to ClassNotfoundException, rather than arbitrary code execution after debloating. Jax and JRed removed both gadget chains but at the cost of test failures, and ProGuard removed only one of the two. This brings an important insight that JShrink is more successful than existing techniques in terms of both behavior preservation and gadget chain removal.

**Threats to validity.** While replicating bytecode transformations described in Jax [61], our implementation is different from [61] is two aspects. First, when merging two classes, the original Jax algorithm requires that the number of reachable field members in the new class after merging does not increase, in order to ensure that the new class did not consume more memory when instantiated. We ignore this constraint in JShrink, because our main goal is to reduce code size not memory consumption. Second, method inlining in Jax is originally implemented by simply adding a final modifier to an inlinable method so that the just-in-time (JIT) compiler in JVM can inline the method. However, this is tricky as JIT compilers also apply their own heuristics to decide whether a method, though declared as final, could be inlined. So we implement our own
inlining transformation using Soot’s APIs. This potentially produces better results than the original implementation in [61].

In Section 5, we reimplement Jax and JRed by adapting JShrink based on their papers. The size reduction numbers reported from their original Jax and JRed papers are higher, at 48.7% and 44.5% respectively. This is because we conservatively choose all public, main, and test methods as entry points, while their original experiment used main methods as the entry points only.

**Limitation.** Our goal is to assess size reduction potential based on both static analysis and dynamic profiling using developer-written tests. We acknowledge that developer-written tests may suffer from low-coverage issues and thus cannot represent possible execution scenarios that may be encountered in the future. To investigate this issue, we examine how robust a debloated project is to unseen executions in a hold-out test set in Section 5.5. The result shows that though unseen executions indeed cause runtime exceptions, the chance of running into such issues is relatively low (15%). This is because static reachability analysis and dynamic profiling synergistically work together to handle unseen executions—dynamic profiling already provides good hints of dynamically invoked method even with an incomplete set of test cases, and static reachability analysis over-approximates reachable code from all possible entry points. The solution to reducing this rate of failure is to increase test case coverage by either by manually adding tests, or via automated regression test generation tools, such as EvoSuite [23].

7 RELATED WORK

**Code Bloat.** Code size reduction is an important development activity in areas such as networking and embedded systems. A large body of work exists on code compression [16, 19, 32, 35, 36] and code compaction [18, 65, 66] to reduce the size of binary code for efficient executions on embedded hardware with limited memory. We refer interested readers to Bezsekes et al. [10] for a detailed survey. Program slicing [28, 49, 56, 57, 60] is a dataflow-based static technique that computes, from a given seed, a subset of statements that can still form a valid and executable program. Slicing reduces code size by computing a dependence graph and preserving only the statements that are directly or transitively reachable from the seed on the graph. Fine-grained static slicing is known to have limitations due to imprecision of heap modeling and pointer handling and thus does not work well for large-scale applications with pointers, reflection, and dynamic class loading. Soto-Valero et al. investigated library dependency debloat in maven projects. Compared with JShrink, their analysis is coarse-grained at the library dependency level [55]. Therefore, their debloating technique can only remove unused libraries, rather than unused code within a library. Furthermore, their analysis is purely static and does not account for dynamic features, which GitHub developers reported as an important concern in their qualitative study.

The past two years have seen a proliferation of debloating techniques [21, 27, 46, 47, 52, 67] designed for various domains, including JavaScript programs [67], application containers (e.g., docker) [21], or native C programs [46, 47]. These range from static analysis [21, 52] to load/runtime techniques [46] and machine learning [27]. However, none target modern Java, notoriously different from native programs in terms of memory management or dynamic method invocation. This paper revisits and extends existing bytecode transformation techniques, quantifies debloating potential, and checks behavior preservation with real world tests.

**Delta Debugging.** Given a test oracle, delta-debugging based techniques can repeatedly split the original program into different sub-programs and re-check the test oracle to produce a debloated program [31, 48, 59, 76]. For example, JReduce [31] partitions the original program into transitive closures based on class-level dependencies and isolates a debloated program that still passes the test. Chisell [27] uses reinforcement learning to reduce the number of search iterations during delta debugging. While these approaches ensure behavior preservation of debloated software by repeatedly running existing tests on each intermediate program, they suffer from two limitations—(1) the resulting debloated software may not retain any functionality beyond test-exercised code, simply reflecting test coverage, and (2) the debloated software cannot be easily configured to retain code statically reachable from public APIs or main method entries, since designing such oracle would be exactly the same task we undertook in JShrink.

**Runtime Bloat.** Researchers have proposed a range of dynamic techniques that look for inefficiencies in data structure usage [44, 69, 70], object lifetime patterns [71], or reference copy chains [72, 75]. Such runtime bloat work is orthogonal to this work that removes code bloat via static bytecode transformations.

8 CONCLUSION

Software debloating is a long standing problem. Some even consider this problem to have been solved 20 years ago through static reachability-analysis based code transformation. We therefore set out to extend and rigorously evaluate software debloating transformations in the context of modern Java. Unlike previous research, we handled dynamic language features, ensured type safety, and took measures to pass the JVMs bytecode verification checks. We found that prior work falls short of behavior preservation, meaning debloated software no longer passes the same tests, with a test failure rate of up to 62.7%. Such lack of behavior preservation would make it impossible to adopt debloating techniques in practice, as no one would like to remove unused code at the cost of breaking a majority of existing tests.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first that systematically quantify size reduction, behavior preservation, and the benefit of dynamic profiling in software debloating. Our results should be transferable to a wide range of software such as mobile applications, which typically run on resource-constrained hardware. Resource intensive cloud-based services may also benefit from software optimized to occupy less space, or to be downloaded in a smaller package, ergo consuming less bandwidth. To support the open-science policy, we present our source code and a replication package at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.12435542.
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